We are pleased to announce that SFR-2016, the International Conference "Synchrotron and Free electron laser Radiation: generation and application" will take place at Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia, from July 4 to 8, 2016. The Conference continues the series of Russian and International conferences on the application of synchrotron radiation held in Novosibirsk since 1975. As before, the primary goal is to deliver the achievements in the field of generation and application of SR and FEL radiation.

Scientific Program

The scientific program of the Conference covers the following themes:

- Status reviews and scientific programs of various SR and FEL centers;
- SR and FEL radiation sources, instrumentation and experimental methods;
- SR and FEL application in physics, chemistry, medicine, geology, material science etc.

As part of the conference, the round table “Global research infrastructure partnerships: related support instruments and future opportunities” will take place.

The Conference will include invited and contributed oral and poster presentations. The Conference languages are Russian and English.

Satellite meeting (Baikal Workshop) "Photon Science for the Environment research". The Program of the tour includes a travel by train from Novosibirsk to Irkutsk, three-day stay at a hotel at Lake Baikal, scientific session, sally over Baikal Lake, and visit to the Baikal National Park. Preliminary date: 11-13 July. The price of this trip should be paid additionally to the registration fee. The price depends on the number of participants and will be calculated around registration deadline.

Delegate Registration and abstract submission

Participants should be registered at the conference website
http://indico.inp.nsk.su/event/3/registration/

The abstracts submission is opened at the conference site as well:
https://indico.inp.nsk.su/event/3/call-for-abstracts/submit

Please note that you have to make the InDiCo account before registration.

Registration deadline: 23 May 2016.

Conference Fee

The Conference Fee is 350 Euro for participants and 100 Euro for accompany persons. The Conference Fee covers the participant’s set, coffee breaks, welcome party, lunches in the BINP canteen, banquet and excursion. The conference fee is accepted in cash only during the registration at Monday, July 4th. Sorry, we do not accept credit cards.

For Russian participants:
Для российских участников оргвзнос установлен в размере 5000 рублей. Оплата принимается только в безналичной форме. Договор на оплату и счет будет прислан по
Publication of abstracts and Conference Proceedings

Abstracts of the conference participants will be published electronically on the website of the conference.

Currently, the publication of the Conference Proceedings in the journal *Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research. Section A.* is being negotiated. Please note that articles for publication will be selected in accordance with the profile of the journal, which implies articles describing techniques and methods of experiments. The deadline for submission of materials to the Conference Proceedings is July 7, 2016. Only registered participants can provide the paper to the Proceedings.

Conference Venue and Transportation

The Conference will take place at Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics SB RAS in Akademgorodok (Academytown) of Novosibirsk, Russia. Akademgorodok is situated 30 km from the downtown of Novosibirsk and 40 kilometers from the International Novosibirsk airport Tolmachevo. Novosibirsk is Russia's third largest city in 3000 km to the East from Moscow and can be reached by regular flights from Moscow and St-Petersburg (the flight takes four hours). There are also direct flights from Frankfurt, Berlin and Beijing.

Accommodation

**Hotel Zolotaya Dolina (“Golden Valley”)**
Address: Iliicha Street, 10, Novosibirsk, 630090 Russia
Phone: +7 (383) 330-3609
Check-in and check-out time: 12:00 (noon).
More information about rooms and payment for the extra-time can be found by the link [http://ssrc.inp.nsk.su/CKP/userdoc/hotel.html](http://ssrc.inp.nsk.su/CKP/userdoc/hotel.html)
Please note that the Organizing Committee will book rooms for the Conference participants with a discount. Do not contact the hotel directly!
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